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Application of Multiple-Scale Analysis In Ecohydrodynamic Simulation
Combination and comparison between different mathematic models
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different areas, in this case we mainly focus on the solution
to these equations.

Abstract—In the simulation of ecological formation process, as
the complexity of the environment increases, only one model is
usually not enough to correctly predict the change. In this
program, we introduced another way--- the multi-scale
analysis to simulate the formation process by combining two
models together. It focuses on the formation process of the
hypoxic zone which leads to the death and even extinction of
many plant and fish species in the Gulf of Mexico. This project
combines differential equation model and cellular automaton
and applied multi –scale method to simulate the formation of
the hypoxic zone in the Gulf of Mexico.
Keywords-multiple-scale analysis;
differential equation; hypoxic zone

cellular

The innovation of our research is that we create the
method of multi-scale analysis in the simulation, which can
be applied to many different cases with different
complexity, and, at the same time, increase the efficiency of
the simulation.
The model we research on is based on the Gulf of
Mexico, which is located between the south-east coast of the
USA and east of Mexico. Due to the increasing demand of
fresh water, energy, and food supply, the Gulf of Mexico
eco-system is deteriorating in a unprecedented speed. The
lethal damage to the environment is the application of
modern agriculture techniques, which leads to the outbreak
of red tide and the death of fish living in the Gulf of Mexico.
In order to resolve this serious ecological damage, we need
to know specifically how and where the hypoxic zone
occurs.

automata;

I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of our program is to simulate the occurrence of
the hypoxic zone by building a Cellular Automaton,
combining with another model using differential equation
and difference equation.
A cellular automaton is a discrete model studied in
complexity theory, which consists of a regular grid of cells,
each in one of a finite number of states, such as on and off
(in our research it’s a certain number representing the
number of species). The grid can be in any finite number of
dimensions. For each cell, a set of cells called its
neighborhood is defined relative to the specified cell. A
initial state (time t=0) is selected by assigning a state for
each cell. A new generation is created (advancing t by 1),
according to some fixed rule (generally mathematical
functions) that determines the new state of each cells in
terms of the current state of the cell and the states of the
cells in the neighborhood.[1]

We use five different variables to simulate the process.
The ultimate goal of this project is to determine the possible
location and shape of future hypoxic zone. Therefore, we
divide this project into three different parts: building a
digital map, building a mathematic model, and building a
program of Cellular Automaton to stimulate the formation
of the hypoxic zone.

Application of differential and difference equation is
very extensive and it’s also an essential part in the
simulation. Although the research on them is focused on

1. Fish, which is represented by “F”, consumes
phytoplankton (plant) and oxygen;
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II. MATERIALS AND METHOD
A. Create a Mathematical Model
Different from traditional mathematical models, our
research will focus on the change of the density of the fish.
We define 5 variables in our mathematical model:
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some marine region. Stricttly speaking, they
t
are only suitable
s
for some parrticular marinee regions and time periods. When
the official doocuments are not available,, choosing any
y of the
empirical equuations blindlyy may also afffect the reliabbility of
the model. The principple is: If th
here exists several
mathematicall equations, we should choose the easiest
expression with
w the least cooefficients [3]]

2. Plant, whhich is represeented by “P”, consumes
c
oxyygen,
buut produces more oxygenn by photossynthesis. It also
consumes nutrittive salt and provides food
d for the fishh and
miicroorganism;
w
is repreesented by “O
O”, is consumeed by
3. Oxygen, which
alll organisms;

C. Derivatioon Process
1) Fish: Firrst, we considder the main reesearch subjecct -fish.
We assum
me that the groowth rate of fish
fi is proportiional to
its feeding—
——the consuumption of fish
f
is equal to its

4. Microorrganism, whiich is repreesented by “M”,
consumes oxyggen and decom
mposes plantts, thus produ
ucing
nuutritive salt.
5. Nutritive salt, which is represented by
b “NU”, prom
motes
thee growth of thhe plants. Thee main elemennts in the nutrritive
sallt are nitrogenn and phosphoorous.[2]

reproduction (baby fish). H
However, of co
ourse, it’s imppossible
t absorb all the
t nutrition of
o the plants; hence,
for the fish to
we define a constant
c
“α” too represent th
he absorptivityy of the
nutrition. Alsso, fish cannott be fed limitleessly. The plaants that
are fed will reach
r
a saturattion value andd the amount of food
must be limitted by the tottal amount off plants, thus we use
such an exprression to reppresent this kind
k
of relatiionship:

6. We createe a picture to clearly
c
describ
be the relationnship
am
mong the five variables
v
menntioned above..(A)

The amount of food
(which is also
called the Ivlev equation). λis the semi-ssaturation coeefficient
of the herbivvorous fish. P is the amounnt of plants and
a F is
the amount of
o fish. At the same time, fiish will also die,
d thus
we assume that some ppart of the fish
f
populatioon will
me the death raate as β.
naturally die after a unit off time. Assum
fferential equaation to expresss the natural growth
We use a diff
rate of fish, which
w
is repressented by the equation beloow[3].
(1)

FIGURE I. TH
HE RELATIONSHIP AMONG TH
HE VARIABLES
S

Actually thee influence onn the ocean sppecies is not soolely
determined by these five variables.
v
Thee reason thatt we
b
representt the
chhoose only theese five is thhat they can best
intteraction betw
ween ocean species
s
and, in the matteer of
ecoosystem dynaamics, to purssue the integriity of a system
m by
bliindly addingg variables will
w
significaantly reduce the
liaability of the model.
m

At the saame time, we assume thee amount of fish is
proportional to the amounnt of oxygen. More generaally, we
s
will co
onsume
assume all thhe organisms in the marine system
certain amouunt of oxygen that is proporrtional to the amount
of the organiisms. So thatt how the am
mount of oxyggen will
change relatiive to the preevious unit of
o time is exppressed
below:

B. Relationship
p among the Five
F Variabless
We assume that in a typiical area in th
he ocean, the five
me in
vaariables influennce one anothher along the change of tim
a particular waay. Thus, wee can deduce the approxim
mate
t whole maarine
chhanging condiition of the oorganisms in the
system by considering the relationship among
a
these five
vaariables in this particular reggion.

(2)
F
we conssider how the fish is fed onn plants.
2) Plants: First
We only neeed to subtracct the amountt of food callculated
before:
(3)

Therefore, we
w start to loook for the reelationship am
mong
thee five variabbles and atteempt to dem
monstrate it with
maathematical exxpressions.
A correct mathematical
m
equation shhould be ablle to
describe these complicated
c
oorganic processes in a sim
mplest
v
havve a
forrm. In a biiological moodel, many variables
noonlinear relatiionship so thhat it is diffficult to findd the
acccurate matheematical form
mula which describes these
t
proocesses. How
wever, in m
most cases, these empiirical
eqquations are baased on the fittting results thhat are observeed in

Similarly,, add the effecct of the amoount of oxygenn to the
amount of plaants:
(4)
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The growth of plants is decided by the
t effect of both
ph
hotosynthesis and
a nutritive salt,
s
thus we use
u the MichaaelisMenten equatio
on to describee the nutritiv
ve salt-autotro
ophic
hytoplankton model in th
his biologicall system. In
n the
ph
eq
quation, f(I) is the function of light inten
nsity to contro
ol the
ph
hotosynthesis process.
p
Vm iis the maximu
um growth raate of
thee phytoplankton. Kn is the ssemi-saturatio
on concentratio
on in
thee process of asssimilation off nutritive salt.

(10)
In the equ
uation, ω reprresents the rattio of decomp
position
of microorgan
nisms.
After we finish the maathematical mo
odel, the nextt step is
he parameter aand simulate the
t specific ch
hanging
to find out th
process by th
he program.
D. The Adjusstment of Paraameter
We have searched for some paperss on the Intern
net and
t parameterrs in these paapers. Becausse there
synthesized the
are not eno
ough experim
ments to inveestigate the correct
parameters, the
t parameterrs are not ab
bsolutely corrrect but
they are the parameters
p
mo
ost suitable forr the Mexico Gulf.
G

(5)
Finally we subtract
s
the am
mount of naturral death of pllants.
δiss the natural death
d
ratio of the
t plants:

(6)

TA
ABLE I. ADJUS
STMENT OF PAR
RAMETER
Symbol

3) Oxygen: Marine
M
organissms consume oxygen.
o
(7)
In the equattion, εf,εp,εm represent the speed of oxy
ygen
consumption of fish, plants
p
and microorganiisms,
duction of oxy
ygen
resspectively. γreepresents the speed of prod
by
y photosynthessis.
4) Microorgaanism: Microo
organism is reeleased mainlly by
thee death of plankton
p
and the physiolo
ogical reaction
n by
seccretion. Now we assume tthe source of microorganissm is
maainly the threee below:
1. The death
h of fish;
2. The death
h of plants;
3. The remaain of the food
d of fish that they don’t ab
bsorb
completely.
Based on thee above we deerive the form
mula:
(8)
In the equatiion, μ is the raatio of changee from fragmeent to
miicroorganism. The way thaat oxygen affeects the proceess is
thee same as above:

Meaning

Value

α

Fish’s absorptiviity of nutrition

λ

Semi-saturation coefficient of fissh

0.035

β

Natural death ratte of the fish

0.005

F(I)

Coefficient of ligght intensity

0.8

Vm

Maximum growtth rate of phytopllankton

0.2

KN

Semi-saturation concentration in assimilation of
nutritive salt

0.05

δ

Natural death ratte of the plants

0.005

εf

The speed oxygeen consumption of
o fish

0.1

εp

The speed of oxyygen consumption of plant

0.1

εm

The speed oof
microorganism

γ

Production speedd of oxygen by pllants

0.15

μ

The rate of chaange of fragmen
nts that change
into microorganiism

0.15

ω

The rate of decom
mposition of miccroorganism

0.8

τ

The influence ratte of oxygen on organisms
o

0.1

Oc

Standard constannt of oxygen

1.0

oxygen

con
nsumption

0.6

of

0.1

E. Multi-Scaale Numerical Simulation
What we simulate is thhe changing nu
umber of speccies in a
m
region. We know that in the marine
particular marine
system, diffeerent regions are affected by different factors,
thus the cond
dition of the sspecies is also
o different. With
W that
in mind, wee use the ceellular automaaton system, which
distributed th
he cells in the uniform gridd
ding to consisst of the
derivation of
o the dynnamic system
m through simple
interaction. Therefore,
T
thee process of simulation
s
is mainly
divided into two parts: 1. the simulatio
on of species in each
y; 2. the interaaction among the cells.
cell internally

(9)
5) Nutritive salt:
s
Similarlly, we use Michaelis-Me
M
enten
eq
quation to describe th
he nutritive salt-autotro
ophic
ph
hytoplankton model
m
in thiss biological system.
s
Howeever,
miicroorganismss can also deecompose to produce nutrritive
sallt. [2]
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We use the floating point map which is made in Arcgis
and use different colors to represent the points in Delphi.
The map is cut into units of 140*40, and use 1,2,3,4 to
represent land, ocean, river and origin of river, respectively.
In a Programming Software, we first use memo to guide into
the map in txt format, and then compile a program to cut the
character string in each line. Finally we represent each type
of character by different colors, which will be revealed in
figure B.
FIGURE III. INTERACTION PROCESS BETWEEN CELLS

Repeating the process mentioned above, that is,
randomly choose a cell and interact with the cell around it
(the neighborhood), we can successfully simulate the change
of marine species.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
We set the initiative values of the five variables and
equations including the particular parameters to show the
density distribution of the fish. Figure D and E are the
density distribution diagrams after running the program.
FIGURE II. MAP WITH DIFFERENT COLORS REPRESENTING
DIFFERENT LANDSCAPES

Here is our simulation method:
1) The simulation of density change inside the cell
(application of the mathematical model using differential
and difference equation): We divide the whole gulf area into
units of 140*40, and each of these small areas represents a
cell. Inside the cell are five species interacting with each
other. The way they interact is represented by the
mathematical model mentioned before. In the program we
first assign initial values to each species, then, according to
their rate of change, construct a mathematical model.
2) The interaction between cells (application of cellular
automata): Due to the irregular motion of the molecules, the
distributions of marine species have gone on an irreversible
process from uniformity to non-uniformity, which is our
basic principle in the simulation process. To stabilize the
result of the simulation, we assume that there is enough time
for marine species to go through this process. As the
simulation begins, we assume that the amounts of variables
in all the cells are equal. Firstly we choose a cell randomly,
and then, randomly choose another cell around the cell
(upward, downward, leftward and rightward) that we
initially chose and distribute the amount of species in the
two cells at a particular ratio, which we need to do
experiments to figure out. We use graph C to show the
interaction process.

FIGURE IV. DISTRIBUTION OF DEAD FISH WHEN THE
NUTRITIVE SALT IN THE RIVER IS 250

FIGURE V. DISTRIBUTION OF FISH WHEN THE NUTRITIVE SALT
IS 500
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In the two graphs, the darker color means the bigger
number of fish that die of hypoxic in that area. From the
graphs we can clearly see that as the density of the nutritive
salt increase, the hypoxic area enlarges, thus causing the
increasing death of fish.

and Dr. Kara Radabaugh. Thanks to their help on the
proceeding of this project.
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Finally, we successfully simulate the process of
formation of the hypoxic zone.
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A. Advantages of the Multi-Scale Analysis Method
1. It enables us to combine different types of variables
and different shapes of areas and reveal a favorable and
clear experimental result.
2. It is easy to comprehend and make adjustments on
either mathematical model or cellular automata.
3. One can increase the accuracy of the simulation result
by adding the time (number of diffusions) in the model of
cellular automata.
B. Error Analysis
The error of this model is mainly caused by:
The land form is divided into 140*40 cells, which is not
accurate enough to establish models and simulate the
changes.
Some parameters are not accurate enough; some other
parameters are derived from empirical facts. When we
simulate the changes and try to tweak the empirical
parameters, it seems that almost all parameters can result in
a ideal simulation graph. Therefore, the empirical
parameters need further examination.
C. Comparison between the Simulation Methods
TABLE II. SIMULATION METHODS
Method

Limitation

Simulation Speed

Differential
and
The area must be regular
difference equation

Fast

Cellular automaton

Flexible with no limitation

Slow

Multi-scale analysis

Flexible with no limitation

Medium

IV. CONCLUSION
In this project, we have successfully researched the
factors that cause the hypoxic areas in the Mexico Gulf
using the multistage analysis.
Multi-scale analysis has both the flexibility of cellular
automaton and the high simulation speed of the method of
differential equation and difference equation. Therefore, it
has the potential to be widely adopted.
Throughout research, we conclude that the excessive
emission of nutritive salt is the major factor that causes the
hypoxic areas in the Mexico Gulf.
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